[Comparative study of the efficacy of the DBVCy protocol (daunoblastin, bleomycin, vincristine, cytostasan) and the ABVD protocol in advanced Hodgkin's lymphoma. A prospective inter-clinic study within the framework of the Hauptforschungsrichtung Geschwulsterkrankungen].
In MOPP-resistant patients with Hodgkin-lymphoma stage III B and IV the well known ABVD-protocol was compared with the DBVCy-protocol (daunorubicin, bleomycin, vincristine, cytostasan) in a randomized prospective trial. 73 patients were evaluable, 35 received ABVD, 38 DBVCy. 4 out of 35 (11%) in the ABVD-group and 9 out of 38(24%) in the DBVCy-group reached complete remission. The median duration of the remission for DBVCy was 4,5 months, for ABVD 3,4 months (no significance). Median survivals (61 months in DBVCy and 37 months in ABVD) did not show significant differences; but the DBVCy-scheme seems to be better tolerabel. With the given evaluation can not be proved a difference between the two groups, but it is not likely, that one of the regimen is very much better or very much worse as the other.